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ABSTRACT 
We introduce a function Ker (G,G’) satisfying the kernel terms. The data available in the current state is used to calculate the 

function. In this paper, initially proteins are converted to graph and then the function applies to graphs to measure similarity. This 

method is well in advance as it involves minimum number of tread to measure similarity. 

 

KEYWORDS:  SSE (Secondary structure elements), kernel. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Graph similarity measure occupies a vital place in various field, as graph – a simple way of encoding 
topology of structured objects as nodes and edges [8],[9],[10]. Hence structured data were transformed to graphs 
and similarity is measured. Here measuring similarity between objects gets directed to measuring similarity 
between graphs .One such task is learning about protein Protein, a complex molecule plays a key role in all 
biological process. And the advance laboratory technology (NMR, X-Ray crystallography) increased the 
number of known proteins vibrantly. This creates a new way for the researchers to invent new methods to 
recover protein structural details with less computational time to decipher the feature of protein. This gets 
reached while considering the secondary structure elements, as it arrives at a great simplification in protein 
structure description with least loss of topological information [2]. 

Graph is constructed for the proteins and similarity is measured by isomorphism; Sussenguth set – 
reduction algorithm, the first sub graph isomorphism algorithm [11] based on the substructure searching idea 
[12].The sub graph isomorphism is also implemented to find the common substructures in [3], [4],[5]. In [2], 
protein graphs are compared using bipartite graph matching algorithm. Next to this maximum common sub 
graph theory is employed in [13], [14], [15], [16], [17] and in [18]. The above methods have an increased 
significance due to the fact “Structurally similar molecule are expected to have similar biological activities’’ 
[16].Apart from these, to identify the active site clusters, folding clusters, aromatic clusters related to 
thermodynamic stability the protein structures are modelled as graph. Several representation ranging from 
considering each atom as node [6] to each SSE as node [4] has been developed and a short review of application 
of graph theory in protein structure analysis is said in [7] A different graph similarity measure is graph kernel 
method. It is a growing branch of learning on structured data. Typically, kernel is a function that corresponds to 
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inner product in a reproducing kernel Hilbert space[21].Initially optimal assignment kernels[22]  were used to 
find matches between substructures of graph. 
Several kernel exist and some of them are: 

i. Walk based kernel [23]. 
ii.  Path based kernels [24]. 
iii.  Based on limited sub graph size kernel [24]. 
iv. Sub tree kernel [25]. 

In this paper, the SSEs are taken into account as” Secondary structure gets interconnected to tertiary 
structure and determines the characteristics of protein” [1].The rest of the paper is organised as follows 
II. Method: 

The function Ker (G,G’)defined in this section, is applied to the protein graphs. The graph for the protein is 
constructed as by the procedure in following steps, 

1. Secondary structures of proteins act as vertices in our method. 
i.e. Strands, Helices, Beta turns are vertices and they are numbered as 1,2,3 .. in the respective order as 

above. 
2. The edges between the vertices are decided by the method explained in [19] by taking central carbon 

atom co-ordinates. 
 
III. Definition: 

The function Ker��, � ′� on graphs ��	, 
��� � ′�	 ′, 
′�  with n vertices is defined by 
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Where ( ),N v v′ gives the number of common neighbourhood vertices for the vertices ��� �′  in the 

graph� �� � ′. 
( ( ), ( )l v l vδ ′ is an indicator function and is defined by 

������, ��� ′�� = �1       �� �ℎ� ��������� ��� � ���
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Next to this, the function is normalised by ( , ')
( , ')

( , ). ( ', ')

Ker G G
Ker G G

Ker G G Ker G G
= ,as a normalised kernel is 

a kernel, we use this normalised kernel to measure the similarity. 
IV. Materials: 

In this part we consider short sequence proteins. Different cram bin and cram bin related proteins 2eya, 
1nbl, 1ab1, 1edo, 2fd7, 1wuw, 1okh, 3u7t, 1ejg, 2v9b, 1bhp are considered. 
Table i: gives the details of protein referred from pdbj site. 

Protein Descriptor Functional Keyword Biological source 

2eya Cram bin Cram bin 
Abyssinica 
 

1nbl Hellethionin D Gamma thioninshelleborus toxin helleboruspurpurascens 

1ab1 Crambin Thionin, plant seed protein 
Abyssinica 
 

1ed0 
NMR structural determination of viscotoxinA3 
from visvum album L 

Thionin, concentric motif, helix-
turn, alpha bets protein 

Viacom album 

2fd7 Cram bin Cram bin - 
1wuw Beta hordothionin Cram bin HordeumVulgare 
1okh 
 
 

Viscotoxin Thionin, toxin plantdefense Vacuum album 

1ejg Cramming 

Valence electron density, multi-
substrate, multipole refinement, 
plant protein 
 

Abyssinica 
 

3u7t Crambin Thionin, toxin plant family 
Abyssinica 
 

1bhp 
Beta-purothionin 
 

Plant toxin, thinning 
 

Triticumaestivum (bread 
wheat) 
 

2v9b 
Viscotoxin-b 
 

Toxin, thinning, secreted, plant 
toxin, plant defence 
 

Viacom album  
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V. Application of function Ker (G, G’) on graphs: 

In this section, firstly the graphs of proteins 1edo and 1nbl are considered and the similarity is measured in 
the following steps        

 

 

 
 

Secondly we consider the graphs of proteins 1nbl and 1ab1. 
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This function is also applied to the graphs in [20]in which the vertices of graphs represents the beta turn 

structure. In this paper the vertices are renamed as 1,2,3,…7 instead of b1,b2,b3,b4,b5,b6,b7. 
Here we measure the similarity of proteins 1chp and 1chq 
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Result: 
The following table narrates the result on applying the function Ker��, � ′�to the graphs along withthat of 

blast sequence results. 
 

No. of Vertices – 6: 
 
Table 2: 

 1nbl 1edo 1ab1 1ejg 3u7t 
2eya 0.6/0.51 0.76/0.65 0.72/0.96 .76/1 0.79/0.97 
1nbl  0.68/0.65 0.52/0.50 0.52/0.51 0.50/0.53 
1edo   0.68/0.58 0.68/0.65 0.62/0.62 
1ab1    1/0.97 0.959/1 
1ejg     0.96/0.97 

 
No. of Vertices – 7: 
 
Table 3: 

 1wuw 1okh 2v9b 1bph 
2fd7 0.61/0.53 0.71/0.60 0.60/0.60 0.58/0.58 
1wuw  0.70/0.66 0.70/0.67 0.80/0.80 
1okh   0.80/0.82 0.80/0.67 
2v9b    0.89/0.69 
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Table (ii) and Table (iii) shows the results obtained by our method and Blast sequence method 
The functionKer��, � ′� is also applied to the graphs in[20]. This proves that,the method can be applied to 

various graphs irrespective of the way they are constructed from their respective original data. Apart from this, 
while correlating the resulting values obtained by our method with the values from blast sequence, we get the 
correlation co-efficient as 0.842021. 
 
Conclusion: 

A simple similarity measure is discussed in this paper .The function Ker��, � ′�defined is symmetric and 
positive definite hence satisfying the kernel conditions. This method proves its efficiency as it involves 
minimum steps to compute similarity.  This method yields aaccurate result if we consider proteins having same 
number of secondary structure elements. 
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